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Welcome to LADDERLIFE 7.

We hope you've enjoyed a good couple of months since our last outing and are looking

for a brighter time ahead.  

It's all been happening over here and with this edition we are delighted to introduce a

freshly expanded Jacob's Ladder.  We described it in our recent Facebook advert as a

move from a gig to a festival.  So we've now added all things art to our music, and are

making much more of our interests in beers and beverages.  So, we now have 3 legs!

           THE MUSIC LEG                                 THE ART LEG                                   THE BEER LEG 

You can read all about them in this issue.

And in the 'News & Happenings' section you will find dates of planned ... wait for it ...

LIVE Ladder events.  We can't wait to see you all again.  

At the other end of the spectrum, you will find details about our growing online

activities which have kind of become our virtual church, if that's your thing.

As always, we hope this little read will bring some fun and ponderings.  

Take care, and we'll see you soon.

                                                        The Jacob's Ladder Team



S O M E T H I N G  N E W  I N

J A C O B ' S  L A D D E R
As we arrive in the spring of 2021 there is a distinct air of optimism knocking

around. The Jacob’s Ladder team have been quietly plotting, planning and

preparing for when we can climb out of our hibernation and, with our best

thinking caps on- we have decided to go bigger and bolder than ever.

Branching out beyond the music core, our enthusiasm for this community is

fuelling some diverse project planning which intends to include and delight

more lovely folk like you, your friends and the people you have yet to meet. 

My own new role under the JL umbrella is very exciting. 

I am heading a new art branch which, after much deliberation, has been

named Graven Image. I will explain… "Thou shalt not make unto thee any

graven image" is an abbreviated form of one of the Ten Commandments

which, according to the Book of Deuteronomy, were spoken by God to the

Israelites and then written on stone tablets by God. 

Literally, graven images were idols, worshipped as a

replacement for God and the cause of much human

misjudgement. The thing is, we still have them. In

abundance. 

Hayley



So, although for our JL purposes, this name has a bit of a heavy metal feel, it

also provokes a bit of thought and discussion, which is actually what we are all

about! It won’t mean that we are doing anything dodgy, I promise. 

So, what will we be doing?

Along with the music, beer drinking and general camaraderie of our

forthcoming gatherings we want a visual element which will showcase a whole

other side to people’s talents. There will be three strands to the Graven Image

plan:

          Competitions (but it’s the taking part that counts)

          Exhibitions (online and art gallery-style)

          Collaborations (this is where lots of people contribute                                          

                    to one big piece of art, or we partner with other projects) 

And if all goes to plan (why wouldn’t it?) there will be times when all three

come together in perfect harmony (i.e. we launch a competition which leads to

an exhibition which becomes a wonderful piece of art which we could share

with others).

So, right here, right now- we are launching our first competition. I know, this is

so exciting! 

Design an album cover inspired by                          
 Jacob’s ladder

If you have visited our shiny new website you will have seen an inspirational

image of Jacob’s Ladder with a short explanation as to why we are named after

this Bible story/Rush song.



The connection between heaven and earth are key here and what better

starting point could there be for you to design and create your own album

cover? You could even come up with a band name and album title (but you

don’t have to- an image could be enough, as many bands have felt over the

years!).

So, doodle/draw/photograph/paint/sew/abstractly convey or whatever takes

your artistic fancy on the following page OR download and print the entry form

from our website (www.wearejacobsladder.co.uk/gravenimage).. You can

even enter without a form by sending your image digitally to

ladderemail@gmail.com along with your name, age and contact number. 

We are so excited to see your entries and have been thinking up ways to

celebrate this potential feast of creativity.There will be fanfare and prizes,

displays and printing- so THANK YOU in advance for joining in. And, we have to

say this, you DO NOT have to be “good” at art here- you only have to think of the

White Album to know that a concept can eclipse drawing skills in the world of

music! 

This competition is open to all ages and all abilities from people
anywhere in the world. All images must be original and not copied or
reproduced from other sources. Your details will be kept securely and
destroyed after the winners have been contacted. First names and age
categories will be published on our website, in our publications ‘Ladder
Life’ and The Jesus Deal’ and as part of future displays at Jacob’s Ladder
events and activities; ‘The Main Stage’, ‘Graven Image’ and ‘Jacob’s
Bladdered’. The deadline is Sunday 11 July and winners will be
announced on Sunday 18 July along with prizes awarded. If you are a
winner and cannot collect your prize we will contact you to arrange
collection using the number or email address you have provided. If you
wish to withdraw from any part of the competition after entering please
inform us by email.

mailto:ladderemail@gmail.com




The Great

Commission

Have any of  you taken up
a hobby over lockdown?
For my 50th birthday 
 (back in 2013 – yes I ’m
that  old! ) ,  my wife Chris
and our son Jamie gave me
brew dayexperience at  the
now closed Nutbrook
Brewery in Derbyshire.
With help from the brewer
you could design your
own beer – based on the
style of  beer you l ike and
then under the guidance of
the brewer spend a day
making i t…  I  did the brew
day with my mate Mark –
we both enjoy our beer –
going to beer fest ivals  and
playing cribbage over a
few pints  in the local  pub.  

We made 3 barrels  of  beer
on the day (216 pints! ) ,
which was ready to take
away a month later .

2  we took as barrels  -  one
went on at  the local  pub
and one at  the vi l lage beer
festival  – we cal led that
the Waltham Wobbler – i t
was a  cracking Golden Ale
– 4.8% . .  and onebarrel  we
had bott led (72 in al l )  and
it  was cal led Mike’s  ½
tun…  the money generated
from the barrels  was al l
donated to the church…
the bott les  I  gave to
friends and family …  i t
was a  great  day and hard
work too…  Brewing beer is
a lot  l ike cooking,  and
great  fun!
.  

READ MATTHEW CHAPTER 28 IN THE NEW TESTAMENT ABOUT THE GREAT COMMISSION



For Christmas 2018 Mark and I  were both given
vouchers by our understanding wives for another
brew day experience this  t ime at  Brewhouse and
Kitchen in Nottingham – a great  day of  sampling
beers and helping in the brewery.  And a take home 5
l i tre mini  keg…  we’ve also enjoyed a few brewery
tours over the years .

Mike

Then in 2020 lock down came along …
for my 57thbirthday,  (with some
advice and hints  from Mark)  Chris  and
Jamie gave me a microbrewery kit  –
basical ly everything you need to make
your own beer at  home buckets ,
airlocks,  taps and so on – the kits  use
a l iquid malt  extract  – which saves a
lot  of  t ime as al l  the work done to
extract  the sugars from the grain is
done for you . .  basical ly you add
water,  sugar and yeast  to the extract
in a  fermentation bucket  and 2 weeks
later you have beer – then you bott le
and condition and 4 weeks on you can
sample the fruits  of  your labour.

Mark has a  similar set  up too and over
lockdowns we’ve enjoyed sharing the
different  kit  beers we’ve made IPAs,
Stouts ,  Belgian Ales and so on. .  including
our own addit ions/modifications to a
basic stout  extract  kit  to make Christmas
Ales and my Coconut Stout  ( think l iquid
Bounty bar! ) .



We even cracked open one of  the few remaining bott les  of  Mike’s  ½ tun to
celebrate Mark’s  50th last  summer – i t  was st i l l  nice even after  7  years!  – there
is  st i l l  one bott le  left .

One day,  Mark and I  got  chatt ing over a  beer in the garden – our kit  beers
have been real ly good – often better than pub beer. .  and we thought we ought
to progress from extract  brewing and try out  al l-grain – but  you need more &
different  kit…  Boilers ,  Hot Liquor tanks and mash tuns…  

I  remembered a tea urn that  was si t t ing in the church that  hadn’t  been used for
years (we’d replaced with some Buffalo coffee machines and nice teapots)  and
in exchange for a  modest  donation to church funds we had our Hot Liquor
tank (basical ly a  source of  a  large quantity of  boil ing water)  …  one of  the PCC
members offered me FOC a tea urn that  was si t t ing in their  garage and we had
a boiler  to boil  the wort ,  I  had a cool  box in my garage to which Mark added a
tap and we had our mash tun… .

The beer process is  basical ly you get  some crushed grain,  steep i t  in water in
the mash tun at  a  constant  temperature to extract  the sugars,  run more water
through the grain (cal led sparging)  and boil  what comes out  ( the wort) ,  with
added hops for an hour,  cool  i t  (Mark made us a  cooling coil )  and put in a
fermenting bucket  (we had them from our kits)  add the yeast  and then i t ’s  the
same 2 weeks to ferment,  then bott le  and wait .

Of course you need to fol low a recipe,  measure the grains & hops,  check
temperatures,  transfer l iquids,  clean and steri l ise equipment and so on – i t ’s
hard work over several  hours but  great  fun and there is  t ime to chat ,  eat  and
sample a  few of  the beers that  we’ve made before.



We have had to t ime our brew days to work within lockdown meet up rules…
which has meant t iming carefully when we could brew and ordering the
ingredients .  When we could we tested the equipment out  with some small  5
l i tre batches making some very nice beers using ready made-up grain kits
where the grain and hops are al l  measured out . .  but  5  l i tres gets  you 7 or 8
bott les…  not  a  great  return for the t ime involved. .  I t  takes the same amount of
t ime to make 20 l i tres – the capacity of  our“brewery” kit . .  which incidental ly
is  in my garage! .  Our f irst  larger scale col laboration brew was made on Good
Friday – we’ve cal led i t  Good Fripa (get  i t? )  we made 15 l i tres and we did the
same recipe again a few weeks later and both have turned out amazing – as
good as anything we’ve had at  a  pub or beer fest ival .

We have a lot  planned going forward – including a brew day with 3 of  our
mates here in the “Garage” Brewery - i t ’s  a  stag do for James who came with
me to the f irst  “Bladdered” he’s  a  ski l led brewer . .  so we’ve designed our own
beer and we’ l l  have a BBQ too.

We also hope to make i t  over to the next  Jacob’s  Bladdered Beer Festival .
Have I  mentioned we make cider too?

Maybe next  t ime… .
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Pam



Perhaps the greatest gift that poets and artists give to us, is the ability to see familiar things in new

ways. In so doing they give us the gift of newness and freshness, they restore to us the vitality of

our familiar possessions.

The description of the cross as “this life-giving, holy and terrible sign” had such an effect on me. 

This description was written by a monk, a guy known as Joceline of Furness, who lived in the 12th

century. He used this phrase to describe the crosses that were erected by Saint Kentigern

everywhere he took the gospel to people. As soon as he established                                                                         

a Christian community, St Kentigern would have a stone cross erected.

It is worth exploring what Joceline meant by his phrase.

THIS LIFE-GIVING, 
HOLY AND TERRIBLE SIGN

Stephen



Life-Giving
There is a paradox in that the Roman instrument of torture and execution, that which was designed

to kill in the most painful way, was turned around by God and became the most powerful sign of

life and healing. Isn’t that amazing!?

Holy
The cross is the instrument by which God both showed us the awful enormity of our sin and also

dealt with that sin, once and for all. On the cross we see the horror of where sin takes us and how it

separates us from the presence of God. Yet, after the cross event there is now only one kind of sin

in the world - forgiven sin. We just need to receive this forgiveness which is freely offered to all who

will take it. We take off our shoes and we fall on our faces for this is holy ground.

Terrible
This is used in its old-fashioned meaning, ‘that which inspires awe, is of great seriousness, or

extreme’.

As I read on, it was interesting to read why Saint Kentigern erected these crosses.

“...so the enemies of the human race, the powers of darkness of this world, melting away in

terror before this sign, might disappear and in terror and confusion might be banished far

away.”  As we unpick this we see that the first reason given is that of spiritual warfare. Christ’s

victory is the only victory the Church has or needs. It is simply by presenting the reality of this

victory to the dark powers that we defeat them.

“...that the soldiers of the Eternal King, recognizing by a glance the unconquerable standard of

their Chief, should fly to it, as to a tower of strength, from the face of the enemy”  The second

reason is that for the followers of Christ, the cross is a rallying point, a reminder of our unshakeable

victory, already won by Christ. The battles we find ourselves in might be fierce, but the outcome of

the war is already decided and can never be in doubt.

“...that they should have before their eyes that which they adore and in which they glory”



The cross symbolises all that is central in the Christian                                                                                                    

faith; all that is precious to the faithful. We hold it before                                                                                                 

our eyes when we look at the cross.  

“...as ... the wrestling against spiritual wickedness in                                                                                                                      

high places, and against the fiery darts of the evil one,                                                                                                                     

is continual, it is meet that they should fortify and                                                                                                                                        

protect themselves by signing themselves with this sign”

Looking to the cross and ‘signing oneself’ with it –                                                                                                            

i.e. making the sign of the cross over our body - has been                                                                                              

a basic element of Christian spirituality since its earliest days. It is not just a physical act, but also a

real weapon in our warfare – it is a non-verbal prayer, and prayers do something in the real world –

they invoke the direct intervention of God.

“...and by imitating the Passion of Christ ... they should,                                                                                                                          

for the love of the Crucified One, crucify the flesh with                                                                                                                               

its vices and lusts, and the world to them, and                                                                                                                                   

 themselves unto the world.”

The cross also presents to us starkly the calling of                                                                                                             

Christian discipleship. Dietrich Bonhoeffer, the German                                                                                                  

Pastor murdered in a Nazi concentration camp, famously                                                                                               

wrote, 

“When Christ calls a man, he bids him come and die.” 

The calling and duty of the followers of Christ is to respond to their Lord’s crucifixion with their

own willingness to follow wherever Christ leads – to death if need be.  We are also called to ‘kill’ in

ourselves all those things that are unworthy or opposed to the life of God in its radical holiness.

As the Emperor Constantine was told in a vision that                                                                                                        

began his journey to faith,   “In hoc signo vinces” -                                                                                                          

In this sign you will conquer.

The sign of the cross – this life-giving, holy, and terrible sign.



Jacob 's  Jukebox  Jury  is  a  select ion  of  3  newly

released  tracks  from  both  old  and  new  art ists .

This  is  a  great  chance  for  you  to  sample  some

new  music  and  decide  whether  you  think

these  songs  are  a  HIT  or  MISS .

JACOB'S JUKEBOX JURY

Gary Karen



Bowling For Soup 

Getting Old Sucks (But Everybody’s

Doing It)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=N4e_IZFwTfM
Bowling for Soup are an American rock band
originally formed back in 1994. Still going strong,
they have released their new single taken from their
album of the same name. .

MOD SUN 

"Flames" (Feat. Avril Lavigne)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=An0B0vvqcmY
Recorded in 2020 but not released until January
2021, Flames featuring Avril Lavigne is taken from
their 3rd album Internet Killed the Rockstar.

SABATON

Defence Of Moscow

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=9TjXanLjpTU
Sabaton is a Swedish heavy metal band. Most of
their songs are written about heroism in war.
Defence of Moscow was released in 2021. 



During the lockdowns and stuff, I have largely been the voice of Ladder. I’ve not

been entirely alone, but just because of the way f things, it’s simply been down to

me to make most of the decisions and crack on with the actions. Needs must and

all that. 

I mention this, because last weekend, most of the team were able to (socially-

distance) regroup for a BBQ and to chat about the future. It was so good – and so

much better - to be able to listen to, and respond to the team’s diverse thoughts

and ideas. Something we just used to take for granted a year or so back. Brilliant.

In my ‘other life’ as an ergonomist (ooh), I’ve spent nigh on 40 years working with

the principle that ‘we’re all different’, and if a design is going to have a chance of

succeeding it needs to cater for human variability.

When I'm teaching, I use this picture to try and illustrate how different we are in

our size, shape, prefernces and circumstances.

BEING DIFFERENT 
ISN'T PANTS

Dave



Different priorities.

Different likes and dislikes of

musical genres.

Different wants and desires.

Different experiences.

Even different takes on what

Ladder is and could be.

It was so good over a burger and

spare rib to be reminded of how

different we all our on the Ladder

team...

And you know what?  It doesn't

make things weaker, fractured or in

competition.  It actually makes us

stronger, more focussed and more

accepting of each other.

In recent times, much has been

made of the negative side of our

historical and current differences,

but I saw this post on Facebook

which rang so true about so many

of us rock music lovers.

Turn up the volume to drown out

the bitchin!!!!

And let's not forget, one of the first

bits of text in the Bible says, 

"God created human beings;

 he created them godlike,

Reflecting God’s nature."

That'll do nicely.

.



ALGORITHMS AND 
RABBIT HOLES
“The rabbit-hole went straight on like a tunnel for some way, and then                                                        

dipped suddenly down, so suddenly that Alice had not a moment to                                                                   

think about stopping herself before she found herself falling down                                                                          

a very deep well.”

When I was young(er) in the late seventies or early eighties - I’m not sure - I rented my first VHS

tape from a video rental store in Leicester. (It was just up the road from the “Irish” cheap mens

clothing store. Note: “Irish” was the brand/chain name, I don’t think it was run by people from

Ireland. Maybe it was….) Anyway!

My first VHS rental was a music video.  

Obviously most of the stuff on TV at the time (with the exception of the much missed “Old Grey

Whistle Test”) was rather mainstream. Not much prog made its way onto Top of the Pops. Certainly

- any niche Rock music would be lucky to get a look in on UK TV - and when it did it was too

fleeting or some band miming to a backing track.  I once saw a short clip of the film version of

“Yessongs” live (that was probably The Whistle Test) . It was SO amazing and rare to see some of

my musical heroes playing on stage.



So back to my first VHS rental. Something you’d be very unlikely to see on British TV at that time:

“Woodstock”. (Not the new one - the “proper” one from 1969). It was quite an experience. Being

able to just push a button and have the very thing I had only experienced in audio on vinyl be

brought to life before my eyes. And I could watch it more than once as I was able to keep it for

several days before returning it without facing a late return fine. Sadly that rental place didn’t have

too many music videos on its shelves. Well… not good ones anyway. I did borrow a “Tubes” video

from there but was very disappointed that it wasn’t live. Now a video of their “What do you want

from Live” show would be AMAZING. (Even too niche for YouTube. Speaking of... which…)

How times have changed!  It’s so (almost too) easy to search for whatever music, band or live gig I

feel like watching on YouTube - and there it is. (Although aren’t all those adverts SO annoying? You

seem to get the long unskippable ones just before the video you’re most excited to see).

You know how it goes. You search for “Yessongs live whole concert” and sit back to enjoy the show

absentmindedly scrolling through the suggested YouTube thumbnails 

and - oh look - there’s a recording of Genesis (The “good” version of 

Genesis before Peter left) performing The Musical Box on Belgian TV. 

That has to be worth a look.. Now hang on a minute - is that a link to 

King Crimson performing Starless live with Levin on bass? 

It certainly is! And from there a link to Jethro Tull doing

Thick as a Brick on stage.. (And so it goes on). Jack



(As a fun project for, and with my brother I reconstructed an entire new year’s eve compilation

show of The Old Grey Whistle Test from 1982 by finding EVERY performance and song from that

show on YouTube. We used to have a recording of it on VHS for the longest time and it was a great

nostalgia trip putting it back together. We just about wore out that tape watching it over and over

again).  Some great stuff. See: Dec 31 1982 - 'Pick of the Year'

https://www.thetvdb.com/series/old-grey-whistle-test/episodes/5535938

Something I often do nowadays is post a link to a music video I’ve found that I think might interest

various “muso” friends. The thing that gave me the idea for this article was that one of those friends

often replies saying something like “Thanks for that. That’s another bottomless rabbit hole you’ve

sent me down”!

On the whole (apart from those annoying adverts. I mean NO I DON’T want to know about how

much I could save on my car insurance - I want to watch Frank Zappa and his band performing City

of Tiny Lights!) I think it’s a good thing. I like to be able to watch all those artists that I never got to

see back in the day (either in the flesh or on the small screen). And letting YouTube’s algorithm take

me on a journey down a musical rabbit hole is kind of a fun trip. I’ve even noticed recently that

some kind souls are taking the time to put together videos of live gigs where they’ve used different

clips from a variety of sources and sound for the live album and put the whole lot together to

create a full gig video. Hats off to them!  Here’s an example: https://youtu.be/_FBcz3tBH74 (It’s

worth reading the uploader’s description).

So - until next time - as
we like to say up here in

sunny Scotland:
 “Ken wha I'm tellin ye or
I'll gie ye a skelpit lug”!

 
 

https://www.thetvdb.com/series/old-grey-whistle-test/episodes/5535938
https://youtu.be/_FBcz3tBH74
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correct answer





CLIMBING
THE LADDER

This new item isthe natural successor to ‘Prog & Ponder’, giving us the opportunity to take

some time out to check in with ourselves! With no one watching or chipping in. Freestyling for

the soul. And the question in this magazine is based around the Judge’s latest ‘It’s Rock Dad

But Not As We Know It’. Hope it’s helpful.

ThIs time, the song of choice is Neil Young’s ‘Piece Of Crap’ (https://youtu.be/Ovum-GjYWKQ)

which leads to an obvious question…

HOW DO YOU RESPOND WHEN LIFE TURNS CRAP?



It was in May 2019 that we held our inaugural beer festivaL…the fabulously

named Jacob’s Bladdered (the moment RevChris peaked?😂).  For those of us still

able to recall those pre-pandemic days…it was a belter.  Pretty much

immediately it was agreed that we should make it an annual event.  COVID

interrupted that but we’re planning on a revival in May 2022.  

 

In the meantime we thought it was about time to up the ante for what’s become a

rather important part of Ladderite living!  So, expect to see beer and beverage

posts popping up regularly on our social media, corresponding articles in this

magazine, invitations to (essential) tasting sessions, brewery visits and the

like…as future life allows.  And for those of a less hoppy persuasion, we can

always join Dave at the many, many coffee haunts he frequents!  

He’d much prefer your company 

to that of his iPad.

Deb is going to be looking after

all things Bladdery, but to kick

things off in an appropriately

churchy manner, we asked our

theologian-in-residence, Mike

(he of the home brew musings)

to shed some light on what the

Bible has to say about this leg

of the Jacob’s Ladder tripod. 

 Cheers!



Proverbs 31:6 “Let beer be for those who are perishing, wine for those who are in

anguish!”

But beware! Proverbs 20:1, “Wine is a mocker, beer is a brawler, and whoever

staggers because of them is not wise”.

In Luke chapter 7 we read a quote from Jesus himself that says: “For John the

Baptist came neither eating bread nor drinking wine, and you say, ‘He has a

demon.’ The Son of Man came eating and drinking, and you say, ‘Here is a glutton

and a drunkard, a friend of tax collectors and sinners.’”

A Jerusalem brewery has produced a craft beer with a taste it says dates back

to the time of Jesus. A sip of the concoction, made by Herzl Brewery from a

wheat that Tel Aviv University geneticists identified as the strain used for beer

in the Holy Land two millennia ago, may help explain why wine was the preferred

sacred beverage of the Bible.

.Monks brewed beer. Martin Luther, the leader

of the protestant Reformation, was an avid

brewer of beer.

Deb



"By coming together to enjoy a barley-

brewed beverage, we believe that

people will build more relationships

with each other, and with people who

they wouldn’t cross paths with

otherwise. To this end we take a

moment from our busy lives and raise a

glass, and thank God for the blessings

that he has given us – including beer!"

St. Arnold – Patron Saint of Brewers

(580-640)

You read that right. The Catholic

church embraced beer to the point of

naming a Patron Saint of Brewers. He

spent his ministry warning peasants

about the dangers of drinking water as

there were many water born illnesses

such as Cholera. He educated people

that beer was a safe alternative. The

water in Europe was contaminated and

we now know that the bacteria was

killed when boiling the water during

the brew process, and the yeast

activity (which ferments the beer)

kills microorganisms, and the alcohol

content (although not high) protects

the beer from a bacterial infection. 

After his death, the citizens of Metz

requested that Saint Arnold’s body be

exhumed and ceremoniously carried to

Metz for reburial in their Church of the

Holy Apostles. During this voyage a

miracle came to pass in the town of

Champignuelles. The tired porters and

followers stopped for a rest and walked

into a tavern for a drink of their

favourite beverage. Regretfully, there

was only one mug of beer to be shared,

but that mug never ran dry and all of

the thirsty pilgrims were satisfied. 



St. Arnolde is quoted as saying “From man’s sweat and God’s love, beer came into

the world.”

C.S. Lewis was a legendary author and a great Apologetic Christian think-tank.

He is one of the most respected Christian scholars and is revered by all

Christian denominations. The Inklings were a group who met on a weekly basis to

read manuscripts and discuss questions. The group included C.S. Lewis, J.R.R.

Tolkien among others. They met on Tuesday mornings at the Eagle and Child pub

in Oxford (later they met in The Lamb and Flag pub across the street). 

It was in Inklings discussions where C.S. Lewis transitioned from believing in God to

also believing in Christ. This is exactly why we believe that WWJB is an important

mission. Beer can bring people together to connect.

Mere Christianity: "One of the marks of a certain type of bad man is that he

cannot give up a thing himself without wanting every one else to give it up. That

is not the Christian way. An individual Christian may see fit to give up all sorts

of things for special reasons–marriage, or meat, or beer, or the cinema; but the

moment he starts saying the things are bad in themselves, or looking down his

nose at other people who do use them, he has taken the wrong turning.".



NEWS
HAPPENINGS
AND THANKS



OUR FIRST LIVE COMEBACK IS SET FOR SUNDAY JULY 18TH.

IT'LL BE OUTSIDE AND SHOULD BE RESTRICTIONS FRIENDLY.

WE'RE GOING TO HAVE ANOTHER CRACK AT THE TREASURE HUNT WHICH HAD TO BE

POSTPONED WITH THE LAST LOCKDOWN..

COME ALONG TO THE PARISH CHURCH GATES BETWEEN 3-4PM TO COLLECT YOUR

CLUES SHEET TO COMPLETE IN A WALK AROUND HUGGLESCOTE WHICH WILL LAST FOR

AROUND AN HOUR.

AFTERWARDS THERE WILL BE A BBQ AND THE AWARDS FOR THE 'JACOB'S LADDER

ALBUM SLEEVE' COMPETITION.

AND IT'S ALL FREE.

IT'S GOING TO BE GREAT TO SEE YOU AGAIN.



AND - ALL THINGS CONSIDERED, - WE SHOULD BE BACK IN THE HAWLEY 

(HUGGLESCOTE SOCIAL CLUB ON DENNIS STREET, LE67 2FP)

ON THESE 3 DATES:

6.30PM ON SUNDAY OCTOBER 17

6.30PM ON SUNDAY NOVEMBER 21

6.30PM ON SUNDAY DECEMBER 19



TO KEE[P UP TO DATE WITH ALL THINGS

JACOB'S LADDER, AND TO JOIN IN WITH

DAILY STUFF, THE 2 BEST WAYS ARE

 

 

 

 

 

OUR WEBSITE
WWW.WEAREJACOBSLADDER.CO.UK

 

OUR FACEBOOK PAGE
@WEAREJACOBSLADDER
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